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TOMORROW
WAS
YESTERDAY

Think about your working day. You travel to
the office in a car with 1000% more computer
processing power than the first space mission,
or on a train that drives itself to your destination. Your morning coffee is made by
machine, your daily news is selected for you
by algorithm, and your main source of contact
with the outside world is the six-inch slab
of circuitry in your pocket. Some of your
co-workers were born in the year 2000.
Can you see it yet? The reality of your life is
simple. You already live in the future.
Almost everything you interact with on
the way to work has been developed with a
clear, distinct purpose: to make your life

easier, your efforts more efficient, and to
help you connect with others. So, when you
get to your desk, why isn’t your workspace keeping up with the pace of your life?
Introducing LOGIClink: a connectivity hub
for the human-centered workspace, designed
to provide both companies and employees
maximum flexibility at work. Combining
visionary features for facility managers –
including interfaces that provide real-time
desk occupancy data and form the basis for
an interactive desk booking system – with a
new generation of fully interactive heightadjustable table systems, LOGIClink is the
first act in the revolution of intelligent
office design.
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LOGIClink Personal

STAND AND DELIVER
We all have different reasons for going to
the office each morning. Yet for 40 hours
each week, millions of us sit in workspaces
dominated by three main components:
Desk, Chair, Computer.

What does it do to us?
According to a major European study, some
34% of workers feel their work environment
negatively affects their health1. But there is
still hope: at LOGICDATA, we have the tools
to challenge the growing issue of wellbeing in
the workplace.

Whether it’s through LOGIClink Personal
Standard's extensive feature set for flexible
workspaces or LOGIClink Personal Lite's
simplified connectivity system, we put you
back in control of your wellbeing at work,
giving you the office your body deserves.
It’s time for change.
It’s time for LOGIClink Personal.

1

CBS Statistics Netherlands
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LOGIClink Personal
Key Features

HEALTH

BEACH
*
TOWELING

CONTROL
VIA APPS

Stand up and be counted

See it. Want it. Book it.

Flexibility at your Fingertips

Both LOGIClink Personal Standard and
LOGIClink Personal Lite give you the
tools to improve your health at work by
allowing you to easily change your
position: relieving muscle and joint pressure.
LOGICDATA’s high-performance mechanical and electronic components – built into
market-leading table systems – mean that
smoothness, quietness, and safety are assured.

LOGIClink is carefully designed to work
seamlessly in coworking spaces. Reserve a
desk in your favorite spot, move closer to your
co-workers, or even find a quiet spot away from
unnecessary distractions.

LOGIClink – alongside the Motion@Work
App for mobile and WORK & MOVE for
PC – helps you to help yourself by providing
easy-to-understand real time updates
about your sitting and standing habits
at work, notifying you when it’s time to
change position, and helping you create a
sit/stand program exactly tailored to
your needs and desires.

* Only with LOGIClink Personal Standard

Read more about the App on page 11.
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LOGIClink Corporate

STRIKING THE BALANCE
With unique, individual employees joining
the modern workforce every day, creating
high-quality working time for your staff has
never been so important. However, the cold
reality of the business world is never far away.
A lack of office space is a massive concern
for rapidly growing companies, especially in
major tech hub cities, where prices for rents
and leases are raging out of control.

We want to ask you: why can’t you have
it all? An office space that is not just a
comfortable, healthy working environment,
but also a game-changer that will keep your
company at the forefront of innovation,
efficiency, and productivity.
The answer is infinite flexibility. The answer
is personalization without compromise.
The answer is LOGIClink Corporate.
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LOGIClink Corporate
Key Features

DESK BOOKING
Your place or mine?

Traditionally, offices have operated on a 1:1
workstation ratio – one desk per emloyee.
However, with office costs now twice as
high as in 2005, this is no longer a cost2
effective solution . Part of the problem is desk
occupancy: in the US and Europe, only
35-50% of desks are occupied between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m., resulting in huge amounts of
3
office space being wasted throughout the day .
Even a conservative reduction to 0.8 desks
4
per employee could trigger huge savings .
For this reason, thousands of companies

OCCUPANCY
MONITORING

are turning to co-working spaces as an efficient alternative to the traditional office: instead of cramming extra desks into limited
space, co-working is a fluid system that reduces
waste by allowing employees to take any
vacant desk, any time.
In co-working offices, LOGIClink’s interfaces
allow workers to simply check into the nearest free place – via Bluetooth, USB, or NFC –
then get down to business: no need for dedicated workstations, no need for empty desks.

2

Der Bürokostenreport 2017, International und nationale Arbeits
platzkosten im Vergleich, in: Facility Management, Issue 3/2018

3

GSA Office of Governmentwide Policy, Workspace Utilization and
Allocation Benchmark, Issue 07/2011

4

Senion, 5 reasons why the time for Agile workplace is now, 3/2017

Filling the void.
LOGIClink Corporate can help facility managers
monitor desk occupancy in real time, creating
a culture of zero waste. Detailed historical data on
desk occupancy is stored electronically, providing
you with the tools you need to streamline your space
management concepts.
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LOGIClink Corporate
Key Features

HEALTH
Stand up for your health.

Over time, excessive sitting at the workstation can lead to chronic health problems
such as heart disease, diabetes, and even
some cancers. This is a huge cause for
concern for office employees, but it creates
serious issues for companies too. Simply put,
bad health costs money: US companies lose

billions
annually
in
compensation
claims for repetitive strain injuries alone.
Using LOGICDATA’s patented technologies
for height-adjustable workstations, your
employees can make proactive choices
for their health by maintaining a healthy
sit/stand balance throughout the day.

CUSTOMIZATION
& COMPATIBILITY
We‘re in the buisness of flexibility.

LOGIClink Corporate can be integrated into
existing systems or used as a standalone
solution. Thanks to this flexibility, companies of all sizes can vastly increase efficiency
and create a flexible desk system that works
for everyone.
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MOTION@work App

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION
In this hyper-connected age – 95% of new
electronic designs will incorporate the
Internet of Things by the year 2020 – we
know that our two decades’ experience
(r)evolutionizing adjustable furniture will
mean nothing if we can’t meet the pace of your
demands.

Compatible with both LOGIClink Personal
and LOGIClink Corporate, the crisp, clean, and
easy-to-use MOTION@work App means that
control over your working position has never
been easier. The person that knows best about
your body’s needs is you: that’s why we put you
in control. Drive us to drive you.
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MOTION@work App
Key Features

WHITE
LABELING
For the personal touch.

The MOTION@work app can be completely
white-labelled, providing your company
with the personal touch without the cost of
developing an app in-house.

STATISTICS
Knowledge is power.

MOTION@work provides real-time statistics
on your sitting and standing positions,
allowing you to adjust the height of your
workstation when the time is right to move.
You’ll get to-the-minute information about
how long you spend sitting or standing at
your desk, allowing you to check your progress and adjust your routine.

PERSONALIZATION
Make your desk your own.

Move your workstation to the desired height
via the app, making the adjustments that
will dramatically improve your posture and
comfort. The app will also provide helpful
tips and advice on achieving a healthoptimized routine at work, tailored to your
needs and preferences.

REMINDER
FUNCTIONS
Never miss a beat.

MOTION@work can help you set targets for
your sit/stand ratio throughout the working
day. The app will even send you handy reminders when a change in position is scheduled.
You can individually set the frequency of
these reminders, or alternatively turn them off
completely.

MEMORY
POSITIONS
We won‘t forget you.

Save your perfect positions to the App as
Memory Positions. Then, any time you check
into a LOGIClink-connected workstation, just
make yourself at home with a simple tap.
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Partner

EVERYTHING IN ONE PLACE
Adjustable workstations are designed to be
convenient. So why not keep control over your
working environment at the heart of your
office life: on your laptop or desktop PC?
We’ve teamed up with BakkerElkhuizen
to bring you a SitStandCOACH, part of the
world-renowned WORK & MOVE Software.
Compatible with LOGIClink via USB, this
powerful desktop application is designed
to help you get the most out of your height-

adjustable workstation, finding your perfect
positions and helping you stay on the move.
You can even try before you buy: WORK &
MOVE comes FREE for a whole year with
every LOGIClink. In 12 months, you’ll wonder
how you ever lived without it…
Go to www.workandmove.com/logicdata and
get your FREE 1 year WORK & MOVE license.

PERSONALIZATION
More power to you.
You can use WORK & MOVE to create the
perfect daily routine for you, designed to
improve your workplace ergonomics while
fitting seamlessly into your style of work.

MOTIVATION
Get fired up.
Throughout the working day, WORK &
MOVE’s helpful reminder function reminds
you when it’s time to get up and go, while its
personalized reporting feature encourages you
to improve your habits over time. With the right
motivation, you’ll reach new heights at work.

CONCENTRATION
Stay cool. Stay focused.
SitStandCOACH springs into action at the
times of day it knows your concentration
might be waning. By keeping you sharp and
on your toes, this intuitive software will bring
noticeable benefits to productivity.

COMPATIBILITY
Join the system.
SitStandCOACH is fully compatible with
LOGIClink, allowing you to experience the
full range of impressive features your
LOGICDATA-powered adjustable workstation
can provide.
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Design & Awards

A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE
If we are going to live in the future, then it
should be a beautiful one.

The LOGICDATA formula is renowned
worldwide for its burning commitment to
magnificence in design. With LOGIClink, we
combine the immense practical advantages
of a revolutionary product for the modern
workspace with an outstanding design that
will complement any office environment.

This isn’t just our opinion. LOGIClink won
Interior Design Media’s HiP Award for Design in Technology at NeoCon 2016. Its sleek
and subtle design allows the hardware to be
placed discreetly underneath the desk, while
the responsive ergonomic buttons can be used
to adjust your desk's height without the need
for an external device. At LOGICDATA, we
don’t just (r)evolutionize adjustable furniture:
we do it with style.

at NeoCon

WINNER
2016
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LOGIClink
Technical Specifications

NUTS AND BOLTS
PERSONAL Standard & Lite

CORPORATE

•

Target Group: End user at workstation

•

Target group: Facility Manager

•

Wired Connectivity: USB (data only), Control Box

•

Wired Connectivity: USB (data only), Control Box
connection (data and power)

connection (data and power)
•
•
•

Wireless Connectivity: Active NFC ISO/IEC 14443*

•

Wireless Connectivity: Active NFC ISO/IEC 14443

Bluetooth 4.1

Bluetooth 4.1

Other Interfaces: Occupancy detection (PIR based)*, 		

WiFi 2.4GHz IEEE 802.11 b/g/n

Hand Control buttons (Up/ Down), LEDs*

(WPA/ WPA2, WEP/TKIP/AES)

Compatibility: All LOGICDATA Control Boxes,

•

Other Interfaces: Occupancy detection (PIR based), 			
Hand Control buttons (Up/ Down), LEDs

DYNAMIC MOTION system, Fixed workstations
•

Compatibility: All LOGICDATA Control Boxes,
DYNAMIC MOTION system, Fixed workstations

*Only with LOGIClink Personal Standard

23,16

108,11

137,89
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LOGIClink
Technical Specifications

AMPS AND VOLTS
Supply voltage (retrofit-option) 				

5 VDC +/- 10 %

Max. input current (retrofit-option) 			

500 mA

Service life 										10,000 Button press cycles / 10 years
Dimensions (L x W x H) 							

137.3 x 108.0 x 23.1 mm

Weight 											111 g
Ambient conditions						 		

during operation:

													+5 °C to +40 °C at 10 % to 95 % relative humidity 				
													(non-condensing), with +27 °C max. dew point
													during transport and storage
													-35 °C to + 85 °C at 5 % to 95 % relative humidity 					
													(non-condensing), with +38 °C max. dew point;
													temperatures from +70 °C to +85 °C only for short periods, 		
													not exceeding 24 h
Compatibility 									SMART (firmware version 1.9 or higher), COMPACT-e 			
													(firmware version 1.9 or higher), SMARTneo
Degree of protection 							IP 20
Flammability class 								UL94 HB
Standards and regulations 						

RoHS directive 2011/65/EU, REACH Regulation (EC) No 			

													1907/ 2006
Order code 										LOGIClink-Personal-Standard-A-00-Z
													LOGIClink-Corporate-Standard-B-00-Z
													LOGIClink-Personal-Lite-C-00-Z
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LOGIClink
Comparison
LOGICLink
Personal Lite

LOGICLink
Personal Standard

LOGICLink
Corporate

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Wired Connectivity
USB
Controlbox Connection

HARDWARE
PORTFOLIO

SOFTWARE
PORTFOLIO

MOTION@work App

APPLICATION
PROGRAMMING
INTERFACE

Wireless Connectivity
NFC
Bluetooth
Wifi
Interfaces
Occupancy Detection
Hand Control Buttons
LED‘s

✓

Compatibility
All LD control systems
fixed workstations

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

App Features
Sit/Stand movement
Memory positions
Statistics

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Connectivity
USB
Bluetooth

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

Availability
PlayStore
iTunes

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Functionality
Up/down
Memory positions
Display in cm/inch
Occupancy information
Control of LED‘s
NFC interaction
Bluetooth detection
Desk Booking
Occupancy Analytics

✓
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LOGICDATA
Electronic & Software Entwicklungs GmbH
Wirtschaftspark 18,
8530 Deutschlandsberg • Austria
T: +43 (0) 3462 51 98 0,
F: +43 (0) 3462 51 98 530
office.at@logicdata.net
LOGICDATA North America Inc.
5300 Broadmoor Ave SE, Suite D
Grand Rapids, MI 49512 • USA
T: +1 616 328 8841
office.na@logicdata.net
www.logicdata.net

